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Modeling
the thermalto-plasma
transitions
for Cu
photoablation

by A. Vertes
R. W. Dreyfus
D. E. Platt

Excimer laser ablation of metals starts as a
thermal process in the -1-J/cm2 fluence range
and makes a rapid transition near 5 J/cm2 to a
highly ionized plume (for IO-ns pulses). The
1-5-J/cm2 range is of particular interest
because it overlaps the irradiance range used
to fabricate high-temperature superconductors,
diamondlike carbon films, and conducting Cu
films. Covered here are analyses aimed at a
quantitative evaluation of the transition using
a previously described model. The model is
based primarily on the thermal (diffusivity
and vapor pressure) properties of copper,
along with electron heating by inverse
bremsstrahlung due to electrons scattering off
both neutrals and ions. The analyses provide a
good fit and insight into previously obtained
laser-induced fluorescence results for Cu’,
Cu+, and Cu,. Also, the surface shadowing
and plasma heating beginning in the 5-J/cm2
(500-MW/cm2) region are clearly illustrated.

Introduction
Laser vaporization

of surfaces

is viewed as a combination

of thermal, plasma, and photochemical
(electronic)
processes [ 11. For metals, thermal and plasma processes
dominate

in the range about 1 GW/cm*, and evaluating

these is basic to gaining a quantitative understanding of the
vaporization process [2]. Two of the primary experimental
quantities

[3] to be interpreted

are the amount of material

removed and the degree of ionization within the plume.
The present goals in this area are not only to measure
them, but to determine

these quantities

from a model

having the minimum number of assumptions, in order
to more effectively identify the primary underlying
phenomena

[4]. The model [5] used in this study is based

primarily on thermal (vapor pressure and diffusivity) data
plus cross sections intrinsic to the inverse bremsstrahlung
heating [6] of an electron

cloud; it does rtot corttain

adjustable parameters.
The thermal data include the thermal diffusivity
vapor pressure
determined

and the

of the metal. The rate of vaporization

by maintaining

the equilibrium

is

vapor density
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ionization

just above the Cu surface; expansion away from the
surface is the result of the pressure gradients. For ease
of calculation,

the model is one-dimensional,

since the

diameter of a typical laser spot is -1 mm7, while the
primary vapor interactions are frozen in at a much smaller
height of -0.2

mm. This simplification

from simple thermal vaporization

plasma-controlled

vaporization

is dependent

of these electrons

plasma dominates.

dominant

on the amount

comparisons

While more complicated

models [4]

effects. Also, the more elaborate

validity,

models often

that may be outside their range of

so less subtlety

elucidate complicated
calculations.

sometimes

serves to verify and

multidimensional

computer

(known as inverse

bremsstrahlung,
IB) adds an imaginary (loss) component
their polarization when oscillating under the field of the

to

The model
As mentioned

before,

central features

of the model used

incoming excimer laser beam. Furthermore,
since the
Debye shielding distance layer occupies only the outer

were the assumptions of LTE and IB controlling the
distribution of laser beam energy. Beyond that, primarily

shell of the plume, the dominant

physical

quantities

ambipolar
separation

diffusion of the plasma, implying negligible
of ion and electron charge clouds. The inelastic

energies,

vapor pressure,

scattering

of the electrons

no adjustable parameters in the analysis.
The LTE assumption appeared justified because

plasma behavior

follows

is due either to their colliding

with atoms or to coulombic

scattering

by ions [6]. The

characteristic

diffusivity) were inserted.

of copper (e.g., ionization

and the solid-state

thermal

Note that this means there were
many of

cross section of the latter process is one to two orders of
magnitude larger than that of the former; however, only at
the higher power levels (I 2 500 MW/cm2) is the ion

the energy transfers occur at densities 2 1019 cmm3. At such
values, three-body recombination
and electron-atom

density sufficient to be the origin of the primary inelastic

Also, at these densities the electron scattering frequency,
25 x lo’? s-l, causes significant IB heating of the electron

electron

scattering

[7]. Thus, the initial electron

either at low powers or early in the -lo-ns
on the high atom (vapor) density.
The above inferences
previously

described

heating,

pulse, depends

have been incorporated
straightforward.

into a

It assumes

local

thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), and includes IB in
addition to the previously

mentioned

thermal diffusion in

the solid, and vapor pressure of the solid or liquid surface.
The objective of the study described here was to
compare

the results of such modeling to laser-induced

fluorescence (LIF) measurements
above laser-ablated
copper. Primarily the goal was to highlight the dominant
features

of the nanosecond

vapor and sometimes

transition

from the solid to
and energy
laser

ablation for the deposition of high-critical-temperature
superconductors
or copper [S, 91. Some of the questions
that were viewed with an aim to understanding dominant
mechanisms

were the following:

1) Do the intensities

time constants

[6, 71.

~/27r, is far higher than the plasma cut-off

frequency, 0+;27~.This relationship, however, is the origin
of the (w,/w) roll-off in absorption as the wavelength
approaches

the ultraviolet

Depending
redistribution
interaction

range.

on the governing energy deposition and
processes, several phases of laser-solid
During the first phase, the

can be distinguished.

laser energy directly heats the copper surface. The heating
rate and the surface temperature are defined by absorption
and reflection coefficients, by thermal conductivity,
and by
the specific heat of the solid. In this phase the sole form
of heat transport

is conduction

within the solid. The time

of axial temperature

T(x, t) is

distribution

described by the one-dimensional
heat-conduction
equation
accounting only for transfer along the axis perpendicular to
the target surface:

and

densities justify the LTE assumption? 2) Should the high
degree of ionization be viewed as a thermal arc rather than
a gas breakdown

have nanosecond

cloud [7]. This applies despite the fact that the laser

development

plasma state.

Identification of the dominant interactions
balances is a necessary step in understanding

energy transfer

frequency,

model [5] that was used in this study.

The model is relatively

4

the present

with analytic models [ 111 in the

adjacent but slightly higher irradiance range (~1 GW/cm’),
where it is well known that the above-mentioned
surface

contain assumptions

to

of laser beam energy deposited into the “free” electrons
in the plume. The term “free” is qualified because the
inelastic scattering

in” ? Lastly,

certainly exist, they are not universally available or
transparent, particularly with respect to identifying the

has a negligible

effect except for micro focused equipment, e.g., LIMMA
(laser-induced microanalytic mass analysis) probing.
The transition

is “frozen

are useful in connection

+

(even though the onset is rather sudden

cys
I(t)(

1 - Rs) exp (-a&

c;ps

on an energy scale)? 3) Is the IB from neutrals sufficient to
explain the original energy input? 4) Does adiabatic cooling

where cy,,Rs, P,, c;,and KS are the optical absorption

[lo] reduce the ionization,

reflection

rapidly decrease
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or does the plume density

to such a low value that the state of
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coefficients,

conductivity

density,

heat capacity,

of the solid phase, respectively.
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variation

of laser irradiance

during the pulse is denoted

bY I(t).
The second phase of the interaction starts when the
surface temperature reaches the melting point. At this

d(PvV)
-=-

d(P + PvV2)

at

ax

(6)

’

stage two major changes occur: A melt front penetrates
the solid phase, and the vapor pressure of molten copper
exhibits exponential growth with temperature.
The thermal
and optical properties

of the copper change during melting,

resulting in significantly lower thermal conductivity and
reflectivity. The heat conduction equation must be solved

.

separately

a,x>- ‘rad

+ ‘Y,Io(t)eXP (-

(7)

7

where p, p,, c, v, p, and cy, denote the density, internal
energy density, hydrodynamic velocity, pressure, and light

for the molten phase. It takes the form

absorption coefficient of the vapor, respectively.
The &rad
power loss is calculated assuming only bremsstrahlung
radiation.

at
+ e I@)(1 -

R,) exp (-@,

(2)

cPp
where the material parameters
reindexed

with e subscripts

appropriate

of Equation

or superscripts

(1) are
indicating

the

values for the liquid phase, and equivalently

v

for vapor later.
If the flux of particles j leaving the molten surface can
be described

by thermally

the process
Thus,

is governed

activated

by the electron-neutral

interactions

(as discussed

absorbs

velocity

can be calculated

calculations,
is applied:

atp,

can be expressed

surf =

jAlp,

The presence

(4)
of melt ejection under certain circumstances

following regarding

the conservation

characteristics

of the laser are studied
For most of the

“top hat” approximation

(8)

is the effective

length of the laser pulse.

IO

if rpulse/4 < t < 7pulse 12,

442

if

I

(9)
‘pulset2

<

t

<

‘pulse

’

otherwise.

excimer laser pulse than that of Equation
the

We must emphasize
cannot be separated

of mass, momentum,

pulse

if 0 < t < 7Pulsz/4,

This profile seems to be a better representation

of the XeF

(8).

that the four phases of the model
in time because

of substantial

overlap

between some of them. Therefore, all equations must be
solved simultaneously,
and the solutions for the vapor,

and energy:

Qv
--_-

f%PvV)

at -

ax ’
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I(t) =

l0

three starts when the plume density cannot be

neglected and hydrodynamic
expansion effects become
relevant. The plume expansion is followed by assuming

the incoming laser light. Ion generation

otherwise,

I241

may become the dominating factor in surface recession.
This possibility is excluded from the calculations.
Phase

This is the

Additional trials are made using a stepwise decaying
shape representing the same I07 pulse fluence, viz.,

flux

.

in

if 0 < t < 7pu,se
= 7,

o

whereTpulse

by tracing the

by the surface vaporization

in the next section).

the so-called

lo
I&t> =

T(x, t) = Tsp point in the condensed phase temperature
distribution. The liquid-vapor interface recession velocity,
V surf,

is
If the laser

in the vapor. These processes are described by the
Langmuir-Saha
and Saha-Eggert equations [6],

=

interface

process

interaction.

fluence is above the plume threshold, a rapid increase
ion density tips the balance in favor of electron-ion

using two different pulse shapes.

304.8 kJ/mol. Therefore, the energy loss due to
melting was neglected in the calculations. The solid-liquid

V

breaks down, the absorption

dominated

respectively.
The temporal

The enthalpy of fusion for copper, Hsp = 13.0 kJ/mol,
is small compared to the enthalpy of vaporization,
He,

has two

in the model is treated as the consequence of thermionic
emission from the heated surface and as thermal ionization

where p denotes the sticking coefficient of surface atoms
with atomic mass A. The terms He,, Te, are the enthalpy
phase transition

effectively

completely

Ts.

(3)

and temperature of the liquid-vapor
ambient pressure.

coefficient

beginning of an optional fourth phase in the interaction, in
which the vapor phase is completely ionized and nearly

surface vaporization,

by the surface temperature

The av absorption

components: the electron-neutral
and the electron-ion
inverse bremsstrahlung
contributions.
Before the vapor
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liquid, and solid regions must satisfy coupling boundary
conditions. This is a significant departure from many of the
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500 MW/cm2

140000K

1100W/cm2
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Modeling of the Cu vapor density and temperature (color scale) as a function of distance from a Cu surface being ablated by means of a
351-nm excimer laser. The images represent the plume characteristics at the end of the IO-ns laser pulse. The laser beam is presumed to
impinge from the right. Note that the total Cu density (top of the colored area) is depicted by a logarithmic scale covering several orders of
magnitude.
The free electron density is shown as a black line, which lies above the Cu density level when double ionization is dominant.
The original solid surface is shown as a vertical line; the negative x-dimension refers to the subsurface depth of the display. (a) At a low
n-radiance ( 100 MW/cm2), where the vaporization is purely thermal and the ionization is completely negligible: The maximum temperature
at the end of the IO-ns pulse is 1850 K, and heat has diffused down into nearly 1 ,um of metal. This relatively low temperature produces a
Cu vapor density of only 3 X 1015 cme3 and little p V driving energy to accelerate the vapor ejection. (b) At an u-radiance of 250 MW/cm2:
Note that now the ionization is -0 5% and the surface temperature is 5000 K. Plume absorption has not yet begun; hence, the temperature
rise is approximately proportional to irradiance, following (a). The ionization is due to the elevated surface temperature as it continues for a
few nanoseconds after the laser pulse ends at 10 ns. (c) At an n-radiance of 500 MW/cm2: The maximum surface temperature is 7200 K but
is reached in 6 ns as a result of the occurrence of some cooling (to 6600 K) due to the presence of the free electrons in the plume. These free
electrons have sufficient optical absorption cross section (IB) and density to attenuate the last few nanoseconds of the excimer beam (i.e.,
shadowing).
In return, the plume temperature is elevated by the additional laser beam absorption, IB, to over lo4 K. The result of this
additional heating is an - 100% ionized plume, except for the material just leaving the surface at 10 ns. In this latter case, only the thermal
ionization (-0.5%)
is present; nevertheless, the vapor density remains at > 102’ cme3. Also, the fact that IB requires significant density
of scattering
centers to avalanche
is evident, since in the other extreme the low-density
leading edge of the expanding
vapor is
virtually unheated. (d) At an it-radiance of 1.1 GW/cm2: This fluence level results in major plume absorption, with resulting temperatures
>3 x lo5 K, corresponding to an energy of 27 eV. Such an energy is obviously sufficient to doubly ionize copper; hence, the electron
density is about twice the Cu density in the plume, but the surface temperature maximum is about 7200 K at t - 2 ns. The final surface
inflections in the density
temperature (at 10 ns) is about 5500 K, thus showing even stronger shadowing than in (c). The ever-increasing
near 25 pm may indicate an instability beginning to grow into a discontinuity characteristic of a shock wave.
l
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previous

models,

in which the individual

stages were

handled independently.
The excimer laser etching pulses are represented as flattopped lo-ns pulses. The results obtained in this study

8000

were depicted as a series of figures spaced at 1-ns
intervals; specific examples at t = 10 ns are shown in
Figure 1, i.e., at the turn-off point of the laser pulse.
As mentioned

above, runs were also carried out using a

pseudo-exponential
approximates
temperatures

decaying

intensity;

the latter closely

an excimer laser pulse. (Slightly lower
and densities with a pseudo-exponential

profile were due to the fact that the beam energy was
dissipated over a greater depth because of the extended
time for downward

6

thermal diffusion of several

Time (ns)

nanoseconds before the maximum vapor pressure was
reached.) Furthermore,
only the diminished (weak) late
laser beam was then producing the IB. For a given fluence,
these decaying pulses gave reduced IB, as would be
expected

from the above. The differences,

not dramatic

(~50% decrease

however,

in densities),

were

while lacking

the illustrative capability of the flat-top pulses, particularly
with respect to showing the onset of plume shadowing of
the incoming

excimer beam.

Some of the primary points that may be noted in the
figures are the following: The maximum temperature at 100
MW/cm2 is 1850 K and is reached at 10 ns. No ionization
(~10-~%)
only -3
electrons

Calculated surface temperature TS as a function of time during a
lo-ns pulse. Note that the (above surface) plasma becoming
opaque is evidenced by surface cooling before the completion of
the OS- and 1. 1-GW/cm2 pulses. On the other hand, the 250MW/cm2 pulse does not avalanche within the IO-ns pulse, thus
avoiding surface shadowing.

is noted, since the maximum vapor density is
X 101’ cmm3; hence, the inelastic scattering of
leading to IB is completely

negligible.

The data

indicate that about 10” Cu atoms/cm2 are removed (i.e.,
-10T4 monolayers). The heat penetrates about 0.5 pm into
the solid, a distance

which is essentially

constant

over all

At 1.1 GW/cm2 the IB is so intense that the ionization
Cu ++ over a fraction of the plume, as indicated

produces

by the electron

density being greater than the total copper

density. Also, it is noted that Ts is essentially constant at a
value near 6800 K, indicative of strong shadowing. The
electron

cloud becomes

sufficiently

opaque that only a

minor fraction of the laser beam in its later stage can

features become

penetrate to the surface. These three higher-power levels
illustrate why the plasma formation appears similar to an
arc; e.g., some ionization is always present, but additional

escalates
increases

energy input causes an exponential avalanche in (vaporphase) thermal ionization. Nevertheless,
the vapor state

energies, since it is essentially
length and thermal diffusivity.

-0.5%

a function of only the pulse
At 250 MW/cm2 several new

apparent. The Cu density near the surface
to _1020 cme3, and the expansion velocity
to >105 cm/s. The fractional ionization is at

and is due to thermal ionization.

This is evidenced

has now transformed

from a low level of ionization

to

by the fact that the ion fraction remains constant even in
the vapor leaving the surface immediately after the end

complete ionization
with each transition

of the lo-ns laser pulse [see Figure l(b)]. The surface
temperature is -5000 K, which is in agreement with the
increased fluence and additional heating with liquid Cu

onset of the plasma state.

surfaces.
At 500 MW/cm’ the ionization increases to essentially

Comparison of the modeling to LIF results

100% because of vapor cloud heating into the 1.5 x lo5 K

Figure 3 compares

= 13 eV region, even though the surface remains near 6000 K.

atoms. Note that the data cover-five decades in Cue yield

The temperature maximum is at about 6 ns and shows the
onset of plume absorption, i.e., shadowing of the surface
during the last 4 ns of the laser pulse. This sequence of

and a 2:l fluence range; nevertheless,

surface temperatures
is depicted in Figure 2, where it is
seen that T increases monotonically upward at 250 MW/cm2.
However,

at both 500 MW/cm2 and 1.1 GW/cm2 a maximum
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and giving an outward

appearance

of a sudden

the model to LIF results [3] for Cue
the slopes are equal.

the lower yield from the modeling

suggests

that the material removal corresponds to an -20% higher
fluence than obtained by means of surface profile and LIF
measurements.
Two features appear to underlie this
difference: First, even apertured excimer beams are not
perfectly

appears before the end of the laser pulse.

IBM J. RES.

irradiance

and finally to surface shadowing,
requiring at most a 2:l increase in

uniform, but contain “hot”

A. VERTES,

R. W.

and “cold”
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areas.

D. E. PLAl-T

vapor density on fluence; i.e., the exponential vapor
pressure simulates a slope equivalent to a highly

(Mw/cm2>

I

50

100

multiphoton

I

dependence.

has increased perceptibly
of heating, the dephasing

XeF on Cu metal

Finally, once the ion density
(exponential in 7’) as a result
electron collisions escalate

because of (long-range) coulombic scattering.
At low fluences (1 to 2 J/cm*), the value of the LIF
signal from the Cut ions indicates

that the origin of these

Cu’ ions is true multiphoton ionization. As is evident from
the (w,/u)” roll-off, 351-nm radiation would have been
nearly twice as effective

as 193-nm in producing

electron

heating by IB; by comparison, the LIF signal from the
Cu’ ions compared to that from the Cue ions has
approximately an I3 dependence at 351 nm, while it has
an I1 dependence at 193 nm [3]. The modeling indicates
that the temperature of the copper is insufficient to
generate

significant Cu’ ions by a thermal mechanism
is the
at F 5 2 J/cm’. Also supporting this interpretation
fact that thermal ions display a very steep dependence on
irradiance,

as typified by the lower dashed line in Figure 4.

It thus appears that in the experimental behavior the
surface-emitted
ions (F = 2-3 J/cm*) are merged into the
1o-4
1.5
Fluence -

’

surrounding

multiphoton

ionization

and thermal ionization

in the vapor (because of intense IB at the higher fluences).
The strength of multiphoton ionization is presumably aided

(cm*/J) m l/T (K)

by two features:

1) high temperatures

(~2000 K), thus

eliminating a second photon requirement in the 193-nm
effects, and 2) nearby intermediate states for Cu
(~2000 cm-‘),

thus enhancing

the transition

probability.

Multiphoton and thermally generated free electrons
facilitate the achievement of equilibria by providing the
seed electrons

for further avalanche

ionization.

This is in

contrast to the breakdown behavior with noble gases, in
which multiphoton ionization is a rarity and often restricts
the electron
The “hot”

areas dominate

strongly exponential
temperature.

Second,

the vaporization

dependence

because

of vapor pressure

molten surfaces

of the

particulates,

on

(at a depth of

-0.25 ,um in this study) may support wavelets which enhance
the laser absorption due to the rough surface texture [12].
Taken together, it is not surprising that a 20% difference in
fluence is found for the predicted
Figure 4 shows the dependence
and metastable

and observed etch rates.
of the intensities of Cue

Cut ion signals as a function

of fluence. A

primary point of the previous result [3] is the decrease of
the Cue signal and rapid elevation of that of the Cut for
F > 3 J/cm2; i.e., I > 300 MW/cm*. This is precisely

the

fluence range in which the present calculated ionization
rises rapidly from ~1% to -100%. Thus, the viewpoint
that IB is extracting

laser energy by plasma electrons

scattering first from neutrals and subsequently from the
resulting ions appears valid. The rapidity of the onset with
8

irradiance

appears due to the strong dependence
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of the

avalanche.

In this latter case, however,

the

medium is a very pure, dust-free noble gas [13]. Note that
this contrasts with the present case, in which clusters,
etc. are generated

in the nanosecond

transition from solid to vapor, causing the initial step
to be effectively bypassed.
One question

that might be asked is “How is local

thermodynamic
equilibrium achieved?” As we have just
seen with noble gases, a state of nonequilibrium is in
effect that must await the first few free electrons

before

avalanching into an equilibrium plasma state. In the case
of Cu ablation, free electrons are always present. Since
their density is small, coupling their energy into the entire
Cue density is not rapid via three-body recombination.
One reason is that the relaxation
energy loss) is about 2 ns; hence,

time T,~ (for electron
energy can barely be

transferred, and then only for heating near the first half of
the excimer pulse; insufficient time is available during the
important

last 2 ns of the excimer pulse because

density of Cu away from the surface.
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number of “hot electrons”
of avalanching

should exist which are capable

the ionization.

Another

Fluence (J/an*)

reason is that it is

reasonable to presume the presence of local hot spots
(excimer beams are not single mode), and high Cu

0.6

1.0

I

I

I

densities which will avalanche small volumes into a highly
ionized state. These local volumes should propagate

2.0
1

~

AI-F* on Cu

4.0
r

5.0
I---

I+ Spark

rapidly [13] into the surrounding volume because of their
enhanced scattering by long-range coulombic forces and
free-electron
tendency

diffusion into the surrounding

media. This

to achieve LTE makes the laser surface

interaction

under study resemble

a (high-temperature)

thermal arc rather than paralleling
breakdown of noble gases.
The temperatures

the spark-like

for I 2 500 MW/cm’ nearly
I

completely
evaporates

dissociate the fraction of the vapor that
as Cu, diatomic. As illustrated in Figure 1, the

0.2

0.4

0.6

log fluence (J/cm*)

difference in surface temperature between irradiances of
250 and 500 MW/cm2 is not significant; both result in a
temperature of -5000 K. On the other hand, the latter
irradiance raises the plume temperature to 1.5 x lo5 K and
hence readily dissociates the Cu,. It appears that little Cu,
is stable in the high-temperature
portion of the plume.

the ground-state

Cu+ is ten times more dense than the metastable

Only Cu, in the low-temperature,
last-vaporized
material
should be stable, i.e., the volume near 1 pm in Figure l(c).
It should be possible to evaluate the fraction of Cu,
remaining by integrating over the various T(x) values.
Note, however,
supported

that the view of survival of late Cu, is

by the observation

that diatomics

processes

appear to

slow down concurrently with their dissociation [14, 151.
The Boltzmann velocity of Cu’, modeled at an
irradiance

of 500 MW/cmL, is 0.55 cm&

0.7 cm&

and increases

at 1.1 GW/cm”. These values approach

to

the

analytical model of Phipps et al. [ll], which predicts 0.72
cm/ps and 0.88 cm&, respectively.
Both these velocities
are -50% below the experimental values; however, the
coulombic forces which accelerate ions have not been
included

[lo]. At lower irradiance

velocities

the initial velocity

since it

provide the requisite vaporization

rate. Without this

vaporization

scattering

rate the free electron

diminish and the surface would automatically

and IB wo luld
receive

additional energy. As a consequence,
the plasma
shadowing can be looked upon as furnishing a negative
feedback type of control. In the far infrared (CO, laser)
range, the feedback becomes so strong (and shifted in

levels the calculated

are low, primarily because

are included is not a primary concern,

has been shown [ 111 that approximately e -’ of the energy
must reach the surface by SOme mechanism in order to

of

recoil (kT - 0.4 eV - 0.11 cm&) from the surface that is
related to effusive thermal vaporization was not included in

phase) that the system can break into cyclic oscill .ations

PI .

the modeling.

In the modeling described, cooling is somewhat
overestimated because the molecular motion is frozen at a Cu

Conclusions

vapor density of ~10~~ cme3 [Figure l(c)]; this occurs because
of the sparsity of collisions (in < 1 ps) at lower densities.

Analyses

based on a previously

LTE and IB (with scattering
and containing no adjustable

described

the features of the thermal-to-plasma
Cu. Most significantly, the transition
power density.

Radiative

model utilizing

due to both atoms and ions)
parameters explain most of
etching transition for
appears at the correct

and adiabatic cooling are present

but not dominant. The main features explained by the
model are the amount of Cu removed and the breakdown

IBM J. RES.

of the plasma has not been

into the analyses.

DEVELOP.

VOL.

surface. The modeling results connect smoothly with the
analytical expressions of [lo] and [ll] and with modeling
of similar systems [16]. This is to be anticipated, since in
the above references the plume absorption is simply
inserted

as an e -’ beam attenuation,

approximates

the asymptote

In summary,

(ionization) avalanche.
The thermal conductivity
incorporated

Evidence of pl ume absorption appears in the calculated
temperatures,
as would be expec ted from the IB above the
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characterize

the analyses

described

the major features

plasma formation.

a value which

obtained

in this study.
here accurately

of copper ablation and

The model used should therefore

A. VERTES,

R. W.

DREYFUS,

AND

be

D. E. PLAIT

helpful for gaining insights regarding reactions such as the
reoxidation of Cu during the deposition of high-criticaltemperature superconductors.
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